
Relovate and GroundLink Announce Strategic
Partnership

Pre-Book Consider gives users the ability to save
multiple options, pre book, across multiple travel
elements

Relovate's Address to Address Intelligence powers Door
to Door Trip Planning

Global Ground Transportation Provider
Now Integrated 
into Relevate’s Pre Book Consider
Function

MOUNT ARLINGTON, NJ, UNITED
STATES, September 20, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Mount Arlington,
NJ, [09/20/16] – Relovate
(https://www.relovate.com), the first-of-
its-kind personal trip planning and
booking website, announced today that it
has integrated GroundLink
(http://www.groundlink.com), a leading
global, tech-enabled black car service,
on its private, advertising-free trip
planning and booking platform. Relovate
offers travelers a personal workspace
where they can search, save and book all
elements of a trip, including flights,
hotels, car rentals, restaurants, activities,
ground transportation, and points of
interest. Integrating GroundLink reflects
Relovate’s strategic focus on creating
advanced planning and booking
capabilities for the user. It is the latest
enhancement to a series of functions
aimed at providing highly personal,
preference driven and streamlined trip
planning and booking from a single site. 

“We are pleased to be joining forces with

GroundLink as they have an excellent service and duty-of-care reputation, strong global presence
and a leading technology platform, including advanced mobile capabilities.  Black car service through
GroundLink enables our users to pre-plan their point-to-point transportation needs using the safest
and most convenient options available. Paired with our Pre Book Consider function, Relovate users
can now rapidly identify and save ground transportation options to their personal trip plan, and then
share those options using our Collaboration capabilities,” said Sheli Gupta, CEO and co-founder at
Relovate. 

Relovate’s “address to address” trip planning capabilities make GroundLink integration even easier for
users.  Trip plans can be built around specific addresses and these are pre-populated for users
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Relovate's Collaboration functions lets friends, family
and co-workers share trips

considering black car service. Every
address and location in a trip plan is
saved making it easy and convenient for
users to plan their rides. 

“As we are committed to personalization
and ease of use for customers through
our multiple booking options and the
latest technology for both our scheduled
and near-demand products, we are
thrilled to be working with Relovate, a
true innovator in the travel planning
space.  By working in partnership with
Relovate through an API integration, we
are able to expand their ground
transportation offerings with global

service in more than 100 countries,” said Liz Carisone, CEO of GroundLink.  

###

“Black car service gives our
users pre-planned ground
transportation options. And,
our Pre Book Consider
function, means users can
save, and share those
options,” said, co-founder
Sheli Gupta.

Sheli Gupta

About Relovate (https://www.relovate.com) 
Relovate inspires travelers to Stop Booking Around and take
full control of trip planning and booking. Relovate blends world
class travel product with delightfully easy planning and
booking software, in a private, ad-free workspace. Now,
travelers can collaborate with others, consider options,
engage providers and launch plans directly from published
content. The effect is the world’s first online travel solution
connecting every stakeholder.

About GroundLink
GroundLink is a tech-enabled provider of executive black car
service in major cities throughout the world.  Offering the

industry’s only on-time guarantee, GroundLink focuses on duty of care, with professional drivers who
are screened, properly licensed and fully insured. GroundLink offers a multiple booking platform for its
consumer and corporate clients that includes its website (http://www.groundlink.com), its iPhone or
Android app, and its 24/7 Customer Service Center (855.463.7150). GroundLink has offices in North
America and Europe, with its headquarters in New York, NY. Connect with GroundLink on Twitter
@GroundLink and on Facebook.com/GroundLink.
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